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Abstract—Arabic language is one of the top 10 Most Spoken
Languages in the World. It belongs to Semitic group of
languages. Technology has been slow in development for Arabic
due to morphological and structural complexity in the language.
Arabic language requires good stemming for effective
information retrieval. Many light stemmers have been developed
but still suffer weaknesses and high percentage of errors. No
standard approach has been emerged yet. In this paper a new
effective light stemmer algorithm has been developed overcoming
many limitations of previous approaches. The new technique
taking into account truncate the word infixes in addition to
prefixes and suffixes based on simple rules. Proposed stemming
method was found to supersede the other stemming ones. It has
been tested and compared with root-based stemmers developed
by Khoja [11]. Correctness, strength and similarity of both
stemming algorithms are reported.
Keywords-: Arabic stemmer; Stemming Algorithm; Light
stemmer; Information Retrieval

Khojas and showed convenient results and less errors. In the
context of this paper a stem does not necessary map the word
to its root. A stem is the shortest form of a word among
syntactically related words in a document. A root is the original
form of a word that cannot be analyzed [3].
Because stemming reduces the vocabulary size by reducing
variant words to a single stem, we saw it being equivalent to
clustering syntactically related. words. For example, the root of
the Arabic word ( َُ٘ اىَعي, the teachers) is ( ٌعي, science).
While a stem is simply defined as a word without a prefix
or/and suffix. For example, the stem of the Arabic word
(ٍَُ٘عي, teachers) is ( ٌٍعي, teacher). The words ”loves” and
”loving” are syntactically related, as are the words ”act” and
”acting”. In this case, both ”loves” and ”act” are stems.
Although the word ”loves” is not the root, it is the stem for our
document.
The proposed stemmer removes the suffixes and prefixes
based on a set of rules. In addition, it is introducing a set of
rules to remove infixes for the resulting words.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the complicated morphological structure embedded
in the Arabic language, text processing is hard to perform
compared with other languages. Text processing is the main
step shared among Information Retrieval (IR), text mining,
natural language processing and many other applications. The
efforts to improve Arabic information search and retrieval
processes compared to other languages are limited and modest,
thus there is an urgent need for effective Arabic information
search and retrieval tools [4]. Arabic word stemming has been
a central topic of many researchers in Arabic (IR). Stemmers
are basic elements in query systems, indexing, web search
engines and information Retrieval systems (IRs). The two most
successful approaches to Arabic stemming have been a rootextraction stemmer developed by Khoja [11] and the light affix
removing stemmer developed by Larkey [14], [6]. Larkey has
shown that the Khoja and Light stemmers, as well as cooccurrence analysis-aided stemmers, perform information
retrieval tasks with statistically equivalent precision [6]. Light
stemmer has proved effective for the task of IR. Yet no
complete stemmer for the Arabic language is available. In this
paper a new stemmer has been developed. The presented
stemmer does not need to use dictionary and gives far better
results than the existing stemmers. It has been compared with
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II. ARABIC MORPHOLOGY
Most Arabic words are morphologically derived from a list
of roots. The majority of these roots are bare verbs form made
up of three consonants. Letters are added at the beginning,
middle or end of the root to derive different patterns of words.
These patterns generate nouns and verbs. There are about
11,347 roots distributed as follows [12]:
• 115: Two character roots (and these roots have no
derivations from them).
• 7198: Three character roots.
• 3739: Four character roots.
• 295: Five character roots.
Affixes in Arabic are: Prefixes, suffixes (or postfixes) and
infixes (morphemes) [1]. Prefixes are attached at the beginning
of the words, suffixes are attached at the end, and Infixes are
found in the middle of the words. For example, the Arabic
word ( alkatebat) which means the female writers, consists of
the elements as shown in Table I.
TABLE 1. ARABIC WORD ORIGINAL LETTERS AND AFFIXES
Word

Root

Prefix

Suffix

Infix
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اىناذثاخ
The
female
writers

مرة

اه

A male
has written

The

ات
Feminin
e indicator

ا
Noun
formation

III. RELATED WORK
Stemming Arabic documents was performed manually
prior to TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) and only applied on
small corpora. Later, many researchers both native and nonnative Arabic speakers created a considerable amount of
Arabic stemming Algorithms [15]. Arabic stemming
algorithms can be classified, according to the desirable level of
analysis: root-based approach [11] and stem-based approach
[6]. Root-Based approach uses morphological analysis to find
the root of a given Arabic word. Many algorithms have been
proposed for this approach [2], [12] and [10]. Root-based
indexing is aggressive in the sense that it reduces words to their
three-letters roots. This affects the semantics as several words
with different meanings might have the same root [4].With
light stemming, words are reduced to their stems. Light
stemming removes frequently used prefixes and suffixes in
Arabic words. Light stemming does not produce the root and
therefore might fail to group all the semantically related words
with a common syntactical form.
A. Khoja Root-based Stemmer:Among the successful approaches for Arabic stemming, a
root-based stemmer has been developed by [11]. Based on
predefined root lists and morphological analysis, Khojas
algorithm attempts to extract the true root. However, more than
one root can be found in an isolated word without diacritics [7].
The Khoja stemmer needs constant maintenance to track newly
added words [4]. The main weaknesses of this approach as
mentioned in [13] and [8] are:• The root dictionary requires an update to ensure that the
new terms detected are correctly stemmed.
• The Khoja Stemmer replaces a weak letter with (ٗ ) which
produces incorrect root. For example,
the word (  ) عاٍحwhich mean ( general with feminine
indicator (  ) جis stemmed to (ً٘ )عwhich means (float) instead
of ( ً )عاwhich means (general without the feminine indicator.
• Third, the Khoja Stemmer fails to remove all of affixes.

stemming errors, especially where it is hard to distinguish
between an extra letter and a root letter [4].
IV. METHOLODOGY
A new stemming algorithm is presented in this paper to
overcome the weaknesses in the existing stemmers. A set of
suffixes, prefixes and infixes have been identified shown in
table II, III and IV. Removing infixes was introduced in this
algorithm unlike other light stemmers. It has been mentioned in
[16] that one of the weak points of existing light stemmers is
that they have not dealt with infixes such as Al-Shalabi [12]
and larkey [6].
TABLE I. PREFIXES

Length5
Length5
Length3
Length2
Length1
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ٗتاال ٗتاإل ٗتاأل ٗاىَ٘ األسد اإلسد االسد ٗتأسد ٗتإسد ٗتاسد
اىسد
ٗإله ٗأله تأسد ٗتاه تاسد ٗاىد ٗماه تإسد ٗاىٌ اىَد ٗاله ٗىيد
ٗىإلٗىأل ٗاإل ٗاأل ٗاال فناه فثاه ٗىال ٗماه ٗاسد ٗإسد ٗأسد ٗاسد
ماه فيً فاه اسد إسد أسد تاه ىيد ىإل ىال ىأل اإل األ اال اىٌ إله أله اله
اىد ٗاه ٗسأ فيِ فأل فإل فال ٗىِ ٗىد ٗىً ٗإل ٗأل ٗال ٗسِ ٗسا ٗسً فيو فإل
فأل فأل ٗىو فسأ فسا فسِ فسً ٗسد فسد فيد
ٌٌ فِ ىً ىد اُ فد سً أل ًٗ ٗي ٗخ ىِ تا سِ فا ما سد سً ىو اه ٗا
فد مٌ ىٌ ُٗ ٗه فل سد تد فس ذد ىً ٌد فة فً ٗك
اكفهبًُخي

TABLE II. SUFFIXES
Length7
Length6
Length5
Length4

Length3

Length2
Length1

ذٌَْٖ٘ا
ذََٕ٘ا ذَإَا
ًَّ٘ذَّ٘ا ذَإٌ اَّٖا ذَٕ٘ا ذَاًّ ذٍنَا َّٖٗا ّامَا اذنَا ذامَا ذَإا ذ
ذَٖا ذَِٕ٘ اّنَا ذَاّا ذَإِ ذٌَٕ٘ ّإَا ذٍَٖا ّٗنَا ٌَْٖاا ذَٖا ذإَا
ذامٌ اذْا ّإٌ ّٗنِ ًٌْْ اّنٌ اّٖا ّٗنٌ ذٍٖا ذْْا ذامِ ٌنَا اىد ّإا ٗاىد
ٌٍّْٖٗا ٌِْٖ ٌْٖا ذَ٘ٓ ذاًّ ّامٌ ذٖا ذٍِٖ اّْا اذنٌ ذِْٖ ٗمَا ذاّا ّامِ ذًْْ ذ
اًّْ اذنِ ذإٌ اذٌٖ ّٖٗا ّنَاامَا ٌٌْٖ اِّٖ ذٍنِ ٌّٖٗ ذَآ َٕٗاّإِ ًّْٗ ذٍْا
ِٖاٌّٖ اذٖا اّنِ ِّٖٗ ٌْْاذا َٕاذإاذٌْٖ َّٖا ٌَٖا إَاذٍنٌ ذنَا ٌُ٘ اذ
ٓذٍٔ ّٗل ذَا اذل أّ ذاك ٌاخ ذْا ذٍِ ّْا ٌنٌ ّٗا ٌنِ ٌُ٘ اّا اّنا ذٖا إا ذا
ّْٔا ّٗٔ ذٌٖ ِّٖ ٗمِ ٌٖاامٌ ّنِ ٌّٖ ِّٖ ًّٗ ّنٌ مَا اذى ذًْ ّٖا ذٍل ٌْااذ
ٌٌٖ ٓاًّ ذاُ ذْٔ ًّْ ٌْٔ ٌِٖ ٌٕٗ ذاي ٗمٌ ذِٖ ذنِ إٌ ّاك ٕٗا ذنٌ إِ ّا
ِٕٗ
ٌِٕ اُ ًّ ذٌ ٌِ ُٗ ذِ اء ٌل اك ذل ّل مٌ ٗك آ ٌح ذٔ اخ ذا ذً ّام
ٌٔ ٗٓ ٕا أي
ٓ ي ج

Table III. INFEXES
Length1

B. Larkey Light Stemmer:Larkey [10] created a group of light stemmers including Light
1,2,3,8, and 10, the latest light 10 stemmer is shown to
outperform the previous light stemmer versions. Larkey and
Connell [6] showed that his light 8 stemmer outperforms the
Khoja stemmer. Darwish [9] presented a modified light
stemmer “Al-stem” with an extended prefixes and suffixes
lists. In a monolingual IR environment, the light 10 had a
higher average precision in comparison to the Al-stem [9].
Both Arabic root-based and stem-based algorithms suffer from
generating stemming errors. Unfortunately, the unguided
removal of a fixed set of prefixes and suffixes causes many

ٗاألسد ٗاإلسد ٗاالسد ٗاىسد

Length6

ا

ٗ

ي

خ

Choosing the suffixes, prefixes and infixes sets were based
on grammatical functions of the affixes. In addition to their
occurrence frequencies among the Arabic words found in the
Arabic document collection. A set of stop words (or functional
words) has been identified. Stop words do not carry a particular
and useful meaning for IR. The algorithm is set to remove the
stop words during the first phase to reduce the size of the
corpus. Some of these stop words are found in Table V.
TABLE IV. STOP WORDS SAMPLE
Stop words

Meaning
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ًف

In

اىى

To

عيى

On

semantically equivalent; and avoid merge as many as possible
pair of words that are different in form and are semantically
distinct.
Different criteria are used to evaluate the performance of
Word

No dictionary was needed to get to the right stem. This is
one of the advantages of the proposed algorithm over Khojas
algorithm. It saves space and time to return the required stem.
Unlike other stemmer Al-Shalabi [12] and larkey [6], matching
the words against a certain Arabic pattern has not been used.
The process of developing the proposed stemmer passes
through different phases:
• Remove all stop words
• Check the length of the word. Return all words with three
characters or less without truncating them. Removing any
character from a three characters Arabic word will cause a
huge ambiguity.
• If the word is more than three characters long the
algorithm will truncates a word at the two ends. Making sure
that the returned word is at least three characters long. Starting
with removing the longest Prefix and check the length of the
word. After removing the longest Prefix, if the word contains
more than three characters the longest suffix will be truncated.
For example the word "( "االسرشاراخconsulting) is shown in
table VI. The decision of starting with Prefixes then suffixes
was based on trial and statistics when running the algorithm
separately on both cases. After truncating the words the output
will be saved in a data file.
• Starting with the saved data file. Check for the words with
four or more characters long to remove infixes. In case more
than one infix characters were found in the word a priority will
be given to removing  ي,ٗ ,  اthen  خin order. Priority was
given based on the most common characters occur as an
additional character and not as an original character of the
word. For example the word ( ٍُ٘ اىقاد,Arrivals) will be
processed as shown in table VII.
TABLE V. ARABIC WORD ORIGINAL LETTERS AND AFFIXES
Word
االسرشاراخ

Longest prefix
االسد

Longest suffix

Returned
word

اخ

شار

Longest
prefix

ٍُ٘اىقاد

Longest
suffix

اه

ُٗ

Remaining
word

Remove

ًقاد

ا

infix

Return
ed
word
ًقد

the proposed stemmer. The system performance evaluation was
based on two testing manners; the former manner focused on
measuring the number of acceptable (meaningful) words as an
output of applying the stemming algorithms on each test group.
The second manner is based on Paice’s [17] evaluation
methodology to evaluate the stemmer efficiency.
For the first testing scheme, A test has been carried out
executing both the proposed and Khoja algorithms. Khojas
algorithm is available to download from the following website
(http://zeus.cs.pacificu.edu/shereen/research.htm).
Both
algorithms have been tested on a randomly selected collection
of Arabic documents used in the
Khaleej-2004 corpus. Khaleej-2004 corpus is a collection
of different topics Arabic documents as shown in the following
table VIII.
TBLE VII. KHALEEJ2004 DOCUMENTS
Topic
International News
Local News
Economy
Sports
Total number of docs

Corpus Size
(Number of documents)
953
2398
909
1430
5690

Each text document belongs to one of four categories
(International News 953, Local News 2398,
Economy 909, and Sports 1430) out of 5690 documents.
The
corpus
is
available
publically
at
(https://sites.google.com/site/mouradab) The test was carried
out on different topics samples. Each test document sample
contains about 1000 words. The test document has been saved
in MSOffice excel sheet file after removing the stop words.
The actual roots were manually extracted for the test
documents words to compare results from different stemming
systems. Roots extracted have been checked by Arabic
Language scholars who are experts in the Arabic Language.
The generated results are shown in Fig. 1

TABLE VI. ARABIC WORD INFIXES REMOVAL IN ADDITION TO
SUFFEXES AND PREFIXES

V. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
A good stemmer is defined as one which merges as many
as possible pair of words that are different in form, but are
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True for
proposed
Stemmer
10%

True for
Khoja
Stemmer
7%

True for
both
stemmer
s
20%

Same
output
for both
stemmer
s
58%

Figure 1: Both Algorithms outputs after execution in percentages

Fig. 1 shows that the proposed stemmer shares about 58
percent with Khoja stemmers output. For comparison purposes,
the error percentage was calculated ignoring the same output
data. Khoja stemmer gave a 10 percent of errors over the
proposed algorithm with 7 percent of errors. This proves that
the proposed stemmer gave less incorrect output words in
comparison to Khoja’s stemmer. Table IX shows sample
output words of each stemmer.
TABLE VIII. SAMPLE OUTPUT WORDS OF EACH STEMMER
Khoja stemmer

االٍح
االّراجٍح
اىثْل
ًاىَاى
اىح٘اسٍة
اىَح٘ر
اٌجاد
اٍ٘اه
تعضٖا
تاىْشر

ً٘ى
ذ٘ج
ًْت
ٍأل
ح٘اسٍة
ٍحر
ج٘د
ٍ٘ه
تعض
ّشر

Proposed
stemmer
اٍح
ّرج
تْل
ٍاه
حسة
ٍح٘ر
ٌجد
أٍو
ٔعض
ّشر

The correct stem is underlined. The double underlined
words are the words that are morphologically and syntactically
related to the original input word but not the exact stem.
Unfortunately, stemming can cause errors known as overstemming and under-stemming, or false- positive and falsenegatives respectively. Over-stemming and under-stemming
are stemming errors that usually weaken the accuracy of
stemming algorithms [5].
Over-stemming occurs when two words with different
stems are stemmed to the same root. Merging together the
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Under-stemming occurs when two words that should be
stemmed to the same root are not. For example, if the words
”adhere” and ”adhesion”are not stemmed to the same root.
Paice [17] has introduced the stemming weight (SW) as an
indicator to the stemmer efficiency. Stemming weight is the
ratio between the under-stemming (UI) errors and the overstemming (OI) errors.
For the second testing scheme, a sample of 442 words (W)
was selected and manually divided into
a 100 conceptual groups. A concept group contains forms
which are both semantically and morphologically related one to
another see table X.

False for
both
Stemmer
s
5%

Word

words ”probe” and ”probable” after stemming would constitute
an over-stemming error.

TABLE IX. CONCEPT GROUPS SAMPLE. INCORRECT STEM IS
UNDERLINED
Groups

Khoja stemmer

اىثْد
اىثْاخ
ُتْرا
ٍِاىثْر
اىثْل
ٍِاىثْن
ُاىثْنا
اىثْ٘ك

ًْت
ًْت
ًْت
ًْت
ًْت
ًْت
ًْت
ًْت

Proposed
stemmer
تْد
تْا
ِّر
تْد
تْل
تْل
تْل
تْل

For each group g containing ng words, the number of pairs
of different words defines the desired merged total (DM Tg ):
DMTg = 0.5ng (ng − 1)

(1)

Since a perfect stemmer should not merge any member of a
group with other group words, for every
group there is a desired non-merge total (DN T g):
DN Tg = 0.5ng ( W − ng )

(2)

When summing these two totals over all groups, the global
desired merged total (GDMT) and the global desired nonmerge total (GDNT) have been obtained respectively. Thus,
stemming errors are calculated as follows:
Conflation Index (CI): proportion of equivalent word pairs
which were successfully grouped to the same stem;
Distinctness Index (DI): proportion of non-equivalent word
pairs which remained distinct after stemming The understemming index (UI) and the over-stemming index (OI) are
given by “Eq. (3) “and “Eq. (4)”
U I = (1 − C I )

(3)

OI = (1 − DI )

(4)

The stemming weight (SW) is then given by ” Eq.(5)”
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SW = OI /U I

(5)

The results are listed in Table XI below.
TABLE X. UNDER-STEMMING AND OVER-STEMMING ERRORS FOR
BOTH STEMMERS

Khoja stemmer
The proposed
stemmer

UI
0.238095
0.428571

OI
0.071429
0.026786

SW
0.3
0.0625

Although, the proposed stemmer was not able to
outperform the Khojas stemmer in producing less under
stemming errors, The SW rate for the proposed stemmer was
lower than Khojas. This clearly shows the strength of the
proposed stemmer.
Another weakness of Khoja algorithm is the need to
process a large dictionary, and Arabic word patterns list during
runtime which can result in extra requirements for storage
space and processing time.
On the other side the proposed algorithm does not have a
root dictionary or Arabic word patterns list.
VI. CONCLUSION
Stemming has a large effect on Arabic information
retrieval, at least in part due to the highly inflected nature of the
language.
In this paper A new Arabic language stemmer algorithm
has been proposed. The new approach has been evaluated
successfully on the Arabic language. It has been compared to
Khoja stemming algorithm using two different methods of
evaluation. The number of acceptable (meaningful) words has
been measured as an output after applying the stemmer
algorithms on each test group. In addition to stemming weight
introduced by Paice [17].
We observed that the results of the tests show the proposed
algorithm has less incorrect output stemmed words compared
to Khoja’s algorithm.
The proposed stemmer has a tendency to generate more
under stemming error than the Khojas algorithm, and the
Khojas algorithm has a tendency to generate more over
stemming errors than the proposed algorithm. In general, it can
be seen that it is a conflicting task to try reducing the two types
of error. The proposed algorithm showed a promising future for
the stemming approach, which encourage the research into less
under stemming errors. Future research could investigate the
stemmers on an information retrieval system to assess its
impact over recall and precision.
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